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Maximising the Potential of Electronic Laboratory Maximising the Potential of Electronic Laboratory
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The  The Comb Combe eChem  Chem Project Project
  Collect data with regard to how it could Collect data with regard to how it could
eventually be used eventually be used
  Make sure the metadata is of high quality Make sure the metadata is of high quality
  Record properly at source in Digital Form Record properly at source in Digital Form
  The Chemistry Lab The Chemistry Lab
  People & Machines working together People & Machines working together
  End to End linking of data and information End to End linking of data and information
  Publication@Source Publication@Source
  But then....  But then.... “ “Who needs provenance? Who needs provenance?” ”
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Chemical Grids Chemical Grids
  Start in the laboratory  Start in the laboratory – – pervasive physical  pervasive physical
grid (Smart Tea) grid (Smart Tea)
  Computational chemistry very significant Computational chemistry very significant
source  source – –   in  in silico silico   grid ( grid (Chem Chem MyTea  MyTea) )
  Used by chemists so must be simple to Used by chemists so must be simple to
support & maintain -  support & maintain - simple, stable, simple, stable,
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What are the people up to? What are the people up to?
We can capture the environment We can capture the environment
but need to capture the processes but need to capture the processes
Who is doing what, where are Who is doing what, where are
they doing it, and what is the they doing it, and what is the
environment like? environment like?15 March 2006 15 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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Like cash machine
electronic notebooks
have taken many forms
– we want one that
adapts to context,




resources at the desk –
the pervasive lab book
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 record of 
laboratory 
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Observations are never
collected on note pads,
 filter paper or other 
temporary  paper for 
later transfer into a 
notebook
If you are caught using the 
“scrap of paper” technique, 
your improperly recorded data 
may be confiscated by your TA15 March 2006 15 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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critical data 
entry
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COSHH COSHH
leverage off things we already leverage off things we already
have to do have to do15 March 2006 15 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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Butanone dried via silica column and
measured into 100ml RB flask.
Used 1ml extra solvent to wash out
container.
Started reflux at 13.30. (Had to
change heater stirrer) Only reflux














Fluorinated biphenyl 0.9 g
Br11OCB 1.59 g
Potassium Carbonate 2.07 g
Butanone 40 ml15 March 2006 15 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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Butanone dried via silica column and
measured into 100ml RB flask.
Used 1ml extra solvent to wash out
container.
Started reflux at 13.30. (Had to
change heater stirrer) Only reflux












measure - ml, drops
annotate - text






Add Cool Reflux Add
















































Whether to have many subclasses of processes or fewer with annotations
How to depict destructive processes
How to depict taking lots of samples






Fluorinated biphenyl 0.9 g
Br11OCB 1.59 g
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   <c:MeltingPoint>
    <c:has-information>
     <c:Information>
      <c:has-value>150</c:has-value>
      <c:has-uncertainty>
       <c:Range>
        <c:has-value>16</c:has-value>
       </c:Range>
      </c:has-uncertainty>
     </c:Information>
    </c:has-information>
   </c:MeltingPoint>
  </c:has-property>
 </c:OrganicMolecule>15 March 2006 15 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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Schema Schema
 <rdfs:Class rdf:about="&c;OrganicMolecule">
         <rdfs:label>Organic Molecule</rdfs:label>
         <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&c;Molecule" />
 </rdfs:Class>
 <rdfs:Class rdf:about="&c;PhysicalProperty">
         <rdfs:label>Property</rdfs:label>
 </rdfs:Class>
 <rdfs:Class rdf:about="&c;PartitionCoefﬁcient">
         <rdfs:label>Paritition Coefﬁcient</rdfs:label>
         <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&c;PhysicalProperty" />
         <rdfs:description>Ratio of substance dissolved in octan-1-ol and water
</rdfs:description>
 </rdfs:Class>
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Adapt SHG lab Adapt SHG lab
 Capture information from
places you would not want to
put your eyes15 March 2006 15 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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Air Conditioning failed
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Get the view of the lab where and when you want
in the way you want it - how to support this15 March 2006 15 March 2006 Jeremy G. Frey Jeremy G. Frey
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